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It wasn't luck that propelled the first Color Me Beautiful guidebook to become a major bestseller,

creating a sensation that continues to change lives today. It introduced a whole new way of looking

at clothes and makeup. Like the first book more than a decade ago, this updated guide will change

your outlook on life. The concepts you'll find here will give you the right tools to make the right

choices at home and in the store. If you haven't organized your closet for a while or find yourself

unsure about what to buy, this is the book for you. This handy guide provides a springboard to the

concepts, colors, and regimens that can make you look your best. Inside, you'll find great new

information and perspectives...and a few all-new colors too. The Color Me Beautiful concepts have

been refined and developed to give you more flexibility than ever before. The author has blended

two all-new color concepts, warm and cool, with our tried-and-true Four Seasons color palettes:

Winter, Summer, Autumn, and Spring, to help you better understand and choose the shades for

you. Do you color your hair? Well, then we've got you covered. Do you need to update your

makeup? This is the place to learn how to do it. Do you need some direction when shopping

through all the amazing new colorsÃ¢â‚¬â€¢and determine whether they are really "new"? We give

you ideas on how to wear colors in ways you never have before. You will find our color anlysis

life-changing. Learn what generations of women have known about this revolutionary approach to

make a change of a lifetime.
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I have the original Color Me Beautiful but this book includes more information about the colors each

season can wear. The colors are produced in more vividly and I found the information more

interesting.

I feel like this book is a bit outdated though somewhat useful. There are so many new color

categories to fall under now and they aren't covered in this book. You get a basic overview of the

original 4 color palettes but there are now 16. I highly encourage going to get a color analysis by a

professional as figuring it out yourself can be be a little confusing at first.

This book is very practical for getting most out of clothing and makeup color choices that are

flattering to your skin and hair color. I didn't buy into this "color me beautiful" stuff at first, but after

reading the book and trying it, I'm a believer.

this book goes along with the other book, Color Me confidences. Telling you what colors to wear for

your body type and what colors of fabric for what season.

This is an updated version of the older book. I found it still informative and useful. I am glad I bought

it.

Pixelated pictures in digital version. Pretty short too, I read the whole thing in 2 sittings. I think the

makeup section (how to apply) was to fill in space.

Updated version using updated colors. Very helpful to me.

Really liked the helpful info to help me find my season and tips for my season . Anyone who wants

to look there best.
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